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ABSTRACT

The Federal Government enacted the Heath Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) in 2009, which incentivized providers to use electronic health records (EHR) for meaningful use (MU); the Patient-Centered Medical Home (PCMH) stems from the Act. Research by the National Council on Quality Assurance (NCQA) shows that primary care practices have a positive influence on the health of patients, families and communities. These positive influences are related to their ability to deliver first-contact access, and to develop long-term therapeutic relationships that focus on the person rather than the disease, improving patient health outcomes and reducing health care cost.

The project focuses on developing a standardized template to guide the primary care provider (PCP) to efficiently document in the EHR and according to the NCQA recommendations. The template includes specific recommendations to focus on during a primary care visit, which are in line with the PCMH model. Using the existing EHR software, a template was developed highlighting the elements identified by the NCQA to guide the provider to accurately document care plans he or she develops with the patient; to document identified patient barriers for those who have not met treatment goals; to make appropriate referrals and identify self-referrals; and to reconcile discrepancies in treatment when a patient transitions throughout the health care system, such as after hospitalization.
INTRODUCTION

Clinicians across the country are transitioning to the Patient Centered Medical Home model (PCMH); research has shown it to improve patient health, to address the crisis in primary care, and to seize evolving payment opportunities. National Council for Quality Assurance (NCQA) recognition as a PCMH increases the likelihood of reimbursement for the pioneering PCMH which is currently undercompensated. New reimbursement methods become more of an obtainable goal as more studies discuss the positive results of the PCMH (Green, et al., 2012).

Advanced practice nurses (APNs) are the critical element to the success of the objectives set forth in the Affordable Care Act (ACA) of 2010, the provision of comprehensive primary care (IOM, 2010; Schram, 2012; Sroczynski, 2012). The Federal Government enacted the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) in 2009, which incentivized providers to use the EHR, and laid out standards for, meaningful use (MU). In order to encourage coordinated care, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) developed incentive programs to use electronic health records (EHR); the Patient-Centered Medical Home (PCMH) stems from the Act. The Medicare Shared Savings program is an incentive: when patients get the right care at the right time and cost is reduced, the PCMH would share in the savings. Under the HITECH Act, health care professionals and hospitals can qualify for incentive payments by adopting MU certified EHRs (Summers, 2012).
The NCQA is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to improving the quality of health care and has established guidelines for establishing and sustaining a Medical Home (Marshall, 2011, Schram, 2012). The NCQA has identified elements for Primary Care Providers (PCP) to focus on during a primary care visit, which improve patient outcomes in line with the PCMH model. The PCMH model influenced this author to develop a template in the EHR, guided by the NCQA recommendations, to assist fellow primary care providers with accurate, efficient, and timely documentation to be accomplished during the patient encounter. All aspects of the NCQA recommendations needed to be represented in the template. The template is set up in such a way that data can be accessed and accounted for. For example, using the Practice Analytics component, a chart audit and report can be run on how often a specific provider or all providers counsel regarding tobacco use.

Documenting with the template should also improve the accuracy of Evaluation and Management (E&M) coding for billing purposes. One study cited by Heidelbaugh (2008) that compared family physician coding with expert coders revealed that the physician undercodes one third of established patient visits. Lost revenue can add up to $8,393 in the course of a year when the provider undercodes just one level four visit per day (Heidelbaugh, 2008). Documentation practices must meet specific guidelines in order for the provider to be paid; templates are developed in an effort to improve charting efficiency but must contribute to accurate documentation of what was done and not done, including the rationale for those decisions. Templates are not to be used to chart information that is unnecessary to the
patient visit and has not contributed to the medical decision making of that particular patient encounter. According to only one database of liability claims, medical record documentation problems contributed to 6,702 physician professional liability or medical malpractice cases from 1985 to 2005 with indemnity payments of $383 million (Jones, 2008).
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The U.S. Healthcare System

In the late 1800s and early 1900s there were several proposals for a national health insurance program in the U.S. The American Medical Association (AMA) had concerns that any national health insurance plan would impact the financial security of their providers; the AMA convinced the government to support private insurance companies instead (Niles, 2011). The AMA also endorsed voluntary health insurance plans to only include hospital care (Shi, 2012). The AMA formed in 1847 but gained strength in the early 1900s when it was organized into county and state medical societies; as part of this reform the AMA concentrated on medical education (Shi, 2011). The AMA often stressed the importance of raising the quality of care for patients and protecting the consumer from “quacks” and “charlatans”, but like other professional associations, its principal focus was to advance the professionalization, prestige, and financial well-being of its members (Shi 2011). Over time the AMA influenced policy makers to include wording exclusive to physicians, laws that limit nurse practitioners from practicing within their full, legally defined scope of practice (Bauer, 2010). The AMA now represents only 17% of the physicians in the United States, and is no longer the powerful organization it used to be (Shi, 2011).

The progression of medical technology in the latter part of the 19th century led to the development of advanced equipment that became centered in hospitals. Devices were developed which aided in the discovery and treatment of diseases, x-ray for diagnostic images; anesthesia; advanced surgical techniques; and the development of
the germ theory of disease which led to antiseptic and sterilization techniques (Shi, 2011). The introduction of sulfa drugs and penicillin in the mid-20th century led to the need for physicians to receive their training and to practice medicine in hospitals, thus hospitals transformed from charitable institutions into ones that could generate a profit. In the early 20th century hospital administration became a discipline; efficiency was an important element in the management of hospitals (Shi, 2011). This early emphasis on efficiency eventually led to pressure for hospitals to act like businesses, focusing on supply and demand. With greater pressure to contain costs, hospitals began to limit care to the acute episodes of the disease rather than the full course of the illness (Shi, 2011). This practice contributed to the increase in spending of healthcare dollars as readmissions were frequent, costing the system more than it would have if the patient had stayed in the hospital another night or two.

In 2001 the Institute of Medicine (IOM) landmark report, Crossing the Quality Chasm, called for an extensive overhaul and redesign of the health care system. The PCMH is a model that focuses on preventive care and addresses many primary care concerns (Crabtree, 2010).

Despite the history of obstacles to national health insurance, on March 21, 2010, the Democratic House in Congress passed the Patient Privacy and Affordable Care Act by a 219 to 212 vote; President Obama signed it two days later without a single Republican vote in favor of the legislation (Shi, 2012). The AMA pledged support for the legislation, a reversal of its historic stance regarding national health insurance (Shi, 2012).
As stated in Shi (2012), the United States doesn’t really have a health care system. Most developed countries have a national health insurance program run by the government in which all citizens are entitled to receive health care services. In the U.S. there is a fragmented system with different people obtaining health care by different means. The delivery system has undergone many periodic changes in response to concerns regarding cost, access and quality (Shi, 2012). Because there is little standardization in the system, there is duplication and waste, leading to inefficiency and increased cost. The passage of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) of 2010 puts the U.S. health care system in a more public domain; it is the most significant commitment of federal and state tax dollars since the creation of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965 (Shi, 2012).

**Delivery of Primary Care**

The research demonstrates that primary care practices influence the health of patients, families and communities (Council, 2012). The positive influences are related to the primary care providers’ ability to deliver first-contact access, and to develop long-term therapeutic relationships that focus on the person rather than the disease (Council, 2012). The PCMH model endorsed by the American College of Physicians (ACP), American Association of Family Physicians (AAFP), and American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) is physician-led (AANP, 2007). The core features are coordinated care, enhanced access, payment reform, personal clinician, physician-led team, quality and safety, and whole person orientation (Arar, 2011). The PCMH is a team-based approach to the delivery of primary care; it encompasses
health information technology (HIT) that is comprehensive, coordinated and connected (Marshall, 2011). The team consists of physicians, nurses, care coordinators, technicians, office staff and community services to improve quality of care, reduce the use of unnecessary or duplicate services, control the inflationary cost of medicine, and increase access (Marshall, 2011).

As stated by Haas (2011) the four value-driving elements of ACOs and PCMHs are:

1. Better care coordination: transfer and exchange of information and accountability, which works best for patients with chronic conditions and a relatively high risk for poor outcomes. The care coordinator assesses the patients’ needs, develops and updates a proactive care plan, facilitates transitions, emphasizes communication, links the patient with community resources and aligns resources with the population.

2. Better access to care: off hour coverage, same day or next day appointments, appointments with a personal clinician, the ability to have clinical questions answered by phone and access for vulnerable populations.

3. Better technology: patient portals, on-line access to clinicians, electronic access to providers and services.

4. Better payment models designed to achieve high quality, accountable, patient-centered care.
Advanced Practice Nurses (APN)

In response to the need to assess and transform the nursing profession, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) and the IOM launched a two-year initiative with the purpose of producing a report that would make recommendations for an action-oriented blueprint for the future of nursing. On October 5, 2010 the IOM released a consensus report titled *The Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health* that contained four key messages. 1) Nurses should practice to the full extent of their education and training. 2) Nurses should achieve higher levels of education and training through an improved education system that promotes seamless academic progression. 3) Nurses should be full partners, with physicians and other healthcare professionals, in redesigning health care in the United States. 4) Effective workforce planning and policy making require better data collection and information infrastructure.

The PCMH stems from the changes in the health care system and the incentive programs developed to improve patient health outcomes. The PCMH is a concept adapted from the original model developed in 1967 used to care for chronically ill pediatric patients (Marshall, 2011; Schram, 2010; AANP, 2007). The IOM recognizes the importance of access to primary care and recommends maximizing the full potential of nurses by removing barriers; “care teams need to make the best use of each member’s education, skill, and expertise, and health professionals need to practice to the full extent of their license and education” (www.nap.edu/catalog/12956.html).
Patient self-management is one focus in the literature regarding the PCMH (Arar, 2011; Haas, 2011, 2008; Hudon, 2012; Marshall, 2011). Lack of coordination and communication are two of the barriers to effective primary care (Schram, 2010). Nurse practitioners are experts in the coordination of patient care and direct care to improve the patient’s overall well-being, have excellent communication skills, and educate and guide the patient in self-management skills. Therefore, they are highly qualified effective providers of health care and have the skills to transform the health care system and meet the demand for safe, quality and affordable care. Many states have legal barriers that prohibit APNs from practicing to the full extent of their education and training, which in essence translates to a barrier for patients to access affordable healthcare (IOM, 2010; Bauer, 2010). According to the medical economist and health futurist Jeffrey Bauer, PhD (2010) economic and clinical gains can be realized by allowing APNs to be independent caregivers and delivery team leaders. The cost of healthcare in the U.S. would be reduced immediately by changing regulations and policies that only reimburse higher cost health professionals for services that the literature has shown can be done at least as well by nurse practitioners (Bauer, 2010).

Electronic Health Records (EHR)

The medical record is an important part of the office visit. Its purpose is to remind the provider of what was done at the visit, what the thinking was at the time the patient was seen, what was ordered, and the rationale for it. It is also for the benefit of other providers to know what has happened to the patient in the past, what
was ordered and what the patient was supposed to do since the last visit. Over time it has become a method of protecting oneself from litigation, and of justifying billing practices. In some cases documentation is more about the coding to justify billing and less about documenting what was done during the office visit, making the actual chart note useless to other providers.

The Federal Government enacted the HITECH in 2009, which incentivized providers to use electronic health records (EHR), and laid out standards for meaningful use (MU). One of the first requirements for certification of the EHR and MU was the use of E-Prescribing for Medicare patients. In order to encourage coordinated care, CMS has developed these incentive programs. Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs) are groups of physicians, hospitals and other health care providers, who come together voluntarily to provide high quality cost effective care to their Medicare patients (www.CMS.gov, 2013). The Medicare Shared Savings program is an incentive: when patients get the right care, at the right time, and at reduced cost to Medicare, the ACO would share in the savings. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (AARA) 2009, commonly referred to as the stimulus package, called for transparency in government spending; anyone receiving recovery funds needs to report on the funds use quarterly (www.Recovery.gov). Under the HITECH, part of the AARA, health care professionals and hospitals can qualify for incentive payments by adopting MU certified EHRs (Summers, 2012).

Information Technology (IT) can support care coordination with reminders for appointments or routine testing, referral and care transition management, electronic
health records, management of diagnostic results, holistic care coordination, case/condition management, adherence to care plan and medication, and shared decision support tools (Haas, 2011). The EHR is also a tool to assist providers in adhering to evidence-based guidelines.

**Documentation styles and practice such as SOAP and PIE**

An initial review of the literature searched for recommendations and suggestions of content to be used when developing templates in the electronic medical records. No documentation was found that fulfilled that criteria. There were varied resources regarding generalized documentation in the patient health record; these were incorporated into the clinical documentation templates, including the ability to document via SOAP (subjective, objective, assessment, plan) and problem-oriented documentation such as PIE (problem, intervention, evaluation) (Levine, 2012).

**Economic Impact**

The United States is run on the free market economy, health care included. The health care market is actually an imperfect market or quasi-market because it does not behave the same as the free market. In the free market people have information on the prices and quality of goods, and get to choose; when it comes to health and emergencies, choice is not always an option and shopping around for the best price, if possible, would delay delivery of care, usually with ill effects. When the health care market is manipulated, as is traditionally done based on supply and
demand, we do not get the same predicted results as in other sectors of the market (Shi, 2012).

In the U.S. we spend 17.4% of our GDP on health care (Folland, 2013). A comparison with other countries’ 2009 data shows the Netherlands GDP below the US at 12% of GDP as health expenditures; Canada is at 11.4%; the United Kingdom 9.8% of the GDP; and the lowest is Turkey at 6.2%. For many countries health care expenditure grew rapidly from 1960 to 1980, but then became more modest; the US expenditure continued to grow after 1980 (Folland, 2013). In 1960 consumers spent 5.0% of their income on medical care; 25% of spending was on food, and housing was 15%. In 2009 consumers spent 17.9% of their budget on health care, 13.8% on food and 18.8% on housing. At this rate it is predicted that by 2020 the U.S. will be spending 20% of GDP on healthcare (Folland, 2013).

To optimize health systems the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) recommends the Triple Aim approach: 1. improving the patient experience of care (including quality and satisfaction), 2. improving the health of populations and, 3. reducing the per capita cost of health care; the three are to be worked on simultaneously (Berwick, et al., 2012).

**Government Incentives.**

There are many areas of the United States government with goals and functions related to the future health of the U.S. population such as The Triple Aim recommendations of the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) and the Center for Disease Control (CDC), which focuses on epidemiology and population health.
The CDC has 4 health goals: healthy people in healthy places, preparing people for emerging health threats, positive international health, and healthy people at all stages of their life (Nile, 2011). For these goals to be achieved the CDC focuses on six areas: health impact, the customer, public health research, leadership, globalization, and accountability (Niles, 2011). The CDC works to protect America from health, safety and security threats, both foreign and in the U.S. (www.cdc.gov). The agency’s mission has an epidemiologic and global focus and is therefore separate from the development of private medical practices, which are focused on business. Three parties are involved in providing health care: the provider, the patient, and the fiscal intermediary, such as the government or health insurance company (Niles, 2011). The AMA historically supported private health insurance, and the majority of health expenditure has been borne by private insurance programs; premium increases have been large for the past several years in response to the changing climate of health care. Approximately 47 million Americans are uninsured; of the 84% of Americans with health insurance approximately 60% have health insurance through their employers, 9% purchase their own and the remaining are insured through government programs: Medicare, Medicaid, or Military (HealthPAConline). The PPACA is an attempt to provide more affordable options for health care that will guarantee that more Americans are covered by health insurance.

The Medicare Improvement and Extension Act of 2006 initiated the Medicare Medical Home Demonstration Project to reward primary care providers (PCPs) for coordinating care of complex patients with multiple chronic conditions. The
The definition of PCP in the original language of the act was exclusive to include only physicians; due to the work of multiple nursing organizations, including the American Academy of Nurse Practitioners, American College of Nurse Practitioners, and the American Nurses Association, on July 9, 2008, language that included nurse practitioners and other non-physician providers (NPP) was read into the Congressional Record in the extension of the Medical Home Demonstration Expansion (Shram, 2010).

Research demonstrates that primary care practices influence the health of patients, families and communities (Council, 2012). The positive influences are related to the ability to deliver first-contact access, and to develop long-term therapeutic relationships that focus on the person rather than the disease (Council, 2012). The National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) is a not-for-profit organization that is dedicated to improving the quality of health care and has established patient care guidelines for establishing and sustaining a Medical Home (Marshall, 2011). Documentation in the patient chart that these recommendations were followed is measured during the application process for PCMH recognition. The documentation is not specific to the EHR; however, utilizing the EHR can make the documentation process less cumbersome.
PROJECT METHODOLOGY

Nurses receive a broad-based education and are well equipped to adapt to all aspects of patient care. Historically nurses have cared for people in underserved areas, focusing on health, their ability to perform activities of daily living, counseling the patient to change unhealthy behaviors, and giving feedback and guidance which empowers the patient and the family. Loretta Ford, a public health nurse in Colorado, recognized that the needs of underserved children were able to be met by nurses and that nurses would be able to make basic decisions on their own with specialized training (Landau, 2011). The solution was educating the nurse for advanced practice. In 1965, due to the collaborative efforts of Loretta Ford, RN, and pediatrician Dr. Henry Silver, the University of Colorado instituted the first pediatric nurse practitioner program. Similar needs have been recognized in the adult population. The PCMH model originated from a model designed to provide comprehensive care to special needs children and is now being applied to adults.

This author’s initial impression of the new PCMH model was that it is a nursing model, new to some aspects of primary care medicine, but certainly not new to nursing. From 1854 when Florence Nightingale made rounds at night and provided emotional comfort to the soldiers of the Crimean War, and 1971 when Dorothea Orem pursued the development of a theoretical structure that would serve as an organizing framework for nursing knowledge, to the present, nursing has been patient centered (Alligood, 2010). Patient-centered care is not the focus in which the physician has been traditionally trained.
The author’s undergraduate-nursing program at Seton Hall University used nursing theorist Dorothea Orem’s theory of Self Care to guide the program. The PCMH model of patient centeredness is very similar and therefore familiar to nursing, as it incorporates much of Dorothea Orem’s Self Care Theory. Specifically Orem’s theory proposes that a person should be self-reliant and responsible for his or her own care. That self-care requisites are an important component of primary prevention and ill health (Alligood, 2010). The registered nurse (RN) has the working knowledge of this approach to patient care. The additional education and experience of the advanced practice nurse (APN) makes the APN an ideal member of the healthcare team to assist in guiding all primary care providers in this approach to patient care and development of the patient-centered medical home.

**Purpose**

This author’s nursing experiences have made her a staunch patient advocate. The experiences in each area revealed situations in which patients were exposed to varied levels of risk for adverse events; reporting on these observations with the expectation a change would occur often met with resistance. Advocating for appropriate patient care and promoting accurate and meaningful documentation became the focus of attention. The author’s experiences acquired as a registered nurse included time as a certified school nurse and pediatric nurse practitioner in a school for special-needs children where many had seizures. The need for usable, meaningful retrievable, and accurate documentation regarding this student population’s seizure history and other health concerns led the author to develop a computerized health
record, which took the school from documenting in a marble notebook to a
Windows© based computer program where the last seizure or event was easily
retrieved.

Accurate clinical documentation is an important aspect of patient care; the note
should provide the reader with any needed information in the absence of the
documenting clinician. The advanced nursing skills acquired over time contributes to
improving the patient care delivered and assisting other registered nurses and APNs
to hone their skills. The documentation has also become a method of data collection
in regard to documentation in the EHR. Meaningful data can be obtained by using the
EHR as intended; over time the new data can provide information that reveals new
evidence which may contribute to the alteration of recommendations for current
clinical practice.

There are many features of the existing EHR that prompts clinicians to free type,
which eliminates that information from data collection. Development of a new
template is an effort to facilitate the collection of data related to patient care, which
may have statistical significance, and guide patient care in the future. Developing a
template that incorporates the required components of today’s patient health record in
an efficient and effective way is a challenge professionally. Paralleling Orem’s theory
are the standards listed in the NCQA PCMH November 21, 2011, which include
assessing the patient/family self-management capabilities, working with the
patient/family to develop a self-care plan, assessing the patient’s progress toward
treatment goals, and identifying patient barriers to treatment goals. Using the current
EHR software, a template was developed that includes the elements identified by the NCQA for PCMH recognition, and guides the provider to address those qualities during the patient encounter. The new template was introduced and used by the providers. The template guides the provider to document care plans that were developed with the patient; to identify self-referrals; to share patient information with others in the health care system in order to reduce errors; and to reconcile discrepancies in treatment when a patient transitions throughout the health care system, such as after hospitalization. The template is a tool to improve patient health outcomes and reduce future health care cost, which currently accounts for 17% of the nation’s GDP and is projected to reach 20% by 2020 (Folland, 2013).

The template guides the provider to address specific areas in the patient assessment that have been identified by the NCQA as significant to improving patient health outcomes: but the template design also attempts to choose items that are less generalized and therefore, when chosen, are counted by the E&M calculator, giving credit for the items addressed when applicable. The reason for the updated template is threefold: 1. to assist providers to include important elements during the patient encounter. 2. To promote accurate coding of patient encounter by identifying reasons the EHR did not recognize certain items in the encounter for E&M coding, and 3. To reduce the time it takes the primary care provider (PCP) to accurately document what was covered during the encounter. Meeting these aims can reduce wait time for the next patient, improve office work flow, increase patient satisfaction with the practice, and improve job satisfaction for the providers and staff of the practice.
**Description of the Project**

As previously stated, documentation is an important part of the delivery of patient care. It is utilized by different aspects of the healthcare system, not solely related to the delivery of healthcare but also to justify reimbursement of services, and to defend care rendered in situations of litigation. Electronic health records are able to collect data that can support clinical practice and be used to develop evidence-based guidelines for patient care, but only to the extent they are used appropriately. Areas of the template were developed to assist the providers with the clinical documentation of a patient’s primary care/ routine office visit.

The author had identified the current method of documentation as cumbersome. A lot of time can be put into documenting useful information so it will accurately reflect that patient encounter. The primary care providers have developed their own method of documentation in the EHR, oftentimes using the free typing feature. Free typing into the document may seem more efficient at times, but when free typing is used the data cannot be captured, and therefore cannot be easily included in data collection for evaluating health outcomes and the effectiveness of evidence based practice. The use of electronic health records to collect data is promoted by meaningful use programs such as set out by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services. Free typing into the EHR impedes confirmation of meaningful use and therefore obtaining deserved monetary incentive for the practice. In an effort to improve documentation and guide the clinicians in this primary care practice, a template was compiled to be used for clinical documentation of a patient’s primary
care office visit. Utilizing the basics of history taking and physical examination described in *Physical Examination and Health Assessment* by Carolyn Jarvis (1996) and *Bates’ Guide to Physical Assessment and History Taking* by Lynn S. Bickley (1999), an expanded patient focus included a biopsychosocial approach to patient care, and included those areas identified by the NCQA as barriers to effective health outcomes.

The development and implementation of a new template in the current electronic health record was identified by the author as an area of need and focused on assisting other primary care providers in documenting varying levels of patient care that also reflected the PCMH philosophy. The new template can also be used to guide the provider to include items in the history taking and assessment, covering the areas identified by the NCQA that may not normally be the focus of the patient encounter.

In order to develop the template the author needed to know how to use the “Form Designer” and other features of the EHR. In addition to the training modules provided on the EHR Company’s website, one-on-one training with the EHR company trainer was arranged. Through some trial and error a preliminary template was put together utilizing the MEDCIN ID codes provided in the system (Figure 1). All information in the template started with “parent” information that was attached to a MEDCIN ID code (Figure 2). More specific information could be built into the template using the “children” of that parent information. Then if free texting was
utilized in the template only a minimal amount of information would not be captured (Figure 3).

It is not realistic to have every word of the patient note linked to a numerical identifier, but wherever a numerical identifier was available in the system, it was utilized. The desired information was put into the template; it was then tested on a patient chart, for accuracy. A fictitious patient named PCMH Tester was created to test the actual template that was created to be used by the primary care providers (Figure 4). The process was tedious, cumbersome and time consuming, going back and forth between the “Form Designer” and the template in its usable state. After about three months of initiating templates, and then abandoning them, the newly developed preliminary template was ready to be introduced to the primary care providers.

The content of the new template included items recommended by the NCQA. Because a lot of information is included on the template, items pertaining to NCQA recommendations are in red print, with the majority in black. The red items highlight some important areas to be covered during the visit, such as medication reconciliation, reviewing the patient’s problem list, smoking history and willingness to quit. The PCMH model is based on the NCQA research findings, which indicate that model is effective in improving patient outcomes and lowering health care costs. In an effort to enhance the current EHR capabilities, the template includes standard history taking and physical assessment and incorporates items identified by the NCQA Standards and Guidelines for the PCMH, and also supports the federal
program (CMS Meaningful Use Requirement), which promotes the use of health information technology to improve patient health outcomes.

Six PCMH standards are recommended by the NCQA. Elements of the standards were incorporated into the template in order to guide the provider in this method of documentation and clinical thinking. The provider is expected to be aware of the patient’s needs and to enlist the patient as a member of the health care team; this holistic approach is expected to provide better patient health outcomes.

Physicians’ training is in medicine, which has as its focus the alleviation and cure of disease (Chism, 2010). Nursing education focuses on health promotion and disease prevention, and care of the ill, disabled and dying. It is autonomous and collaborative care of people of all ages, family structures, groups and communities, sick or well and in all settings (Chism, 2010). The template is intended to improve communication, reduce errors, reduce cost and improve health outcomes by facilitating the physician’s and non-physician provider’s (NPP) attention to these aspects of whole patient care.

The federal government promotes the use of electronic health records for meaningful use to improve quality. The new template developed in the EHR for clinical documentation provides a method of guiding the clinician to include in the health assessment the important elements of a patient visit as identified in the NCQA standard, assisting in accurate and timely comprehensive documentation and improved patient outcomes. When used as intended, it will assist the provider to accurately calculate evaluation and management (E&M) codes for reimbursement.
The primary care template was designed to accurately identify and assess the patient, incorporating the NCQA PCMH 2011 Standards. The following standards were used to guide the template:

- **Standard 1: Enhance Access and Continuity:** The focus is on team-based care with trained staff. Provide same day appointments, timely clinical advice over the phone or electronically during and after office hours. The documentation of clinical advice is in the medical record.

- **Standard 2: Identify and Manage Patient Populations:** The Practice identifies patient risk factors and provides proactive reminders for care.

- **Standard 3: Plan and Manage Care:** Identify patients with specific conditions, including high-risk complex needs and conditions related to health behaviors, mental health or substance abuse problems. Care management emphasizes pre-visit planning, assessment of patient progress toward goals, and assessment of barriers to achieving the goals.

- **Standard 4: Provide Self-Care Support and Community resources:** Assess patient and family self-management capabilities, develop a care plan and provide resources for the patient. Patient care summaries will be handed to the patient at checkout that will reinforce what was covered during the office visit.

- **Standard 5: Track and Coordinate Care:** Follow up on testing and referrals at other facilities and manage care transitions.
• Standard 6: Measure and Improve performance: The practice uses patient experience data to continuously improve. The practice identifies vulnerable populations and demonstrates improved performance.

Risks and Benefits to the Recipient.

According to the PCMH model, by instituting the recommendations laid out by the NCQA and improving the focus of the provider to the main points of the clinical documentation requirements, patient outcomes should improve. The goal is for providers to facilitate patient care that meets the gold standard of evidence-based practice. The comprehensive and holistic approach will improve the hemoglobin A1C of the patient with Type 2 Diabetes; improve the blood pressure of the hypertensive patient; reduce the use of tobacco products and support a healthier lifestyle. There is no risk of harm to the patient. There is not additional financial commitment by the practice, except in the time needed to build the template. The practice had already invested in the EHR which includes training and additional technical support. The benefits to the practice could include improved provider satisfaction in the primary care role. There will also be financial benefits from CMS for satisfying meaningful use requirements of the EHR and pay-for-performance incentives.

Implementation

Development and implementation of the template for the project were approved at the practice setting. Education meetings were held; one-on-one attention was given to each provider as needed. The practice is a multispecialty and primary care office, but the focus of this project is on the primary care providers and patients. The practice
site committee member is a physician who also holds an MBA, has been involved with the electronic health records the practice uses for more than 10 years; and was instrumental in obtaining level 3 PCMH recognition from the NCQA.

Intermingled with developing the template and the education acquired to build the template were meetings with the consultant to review requirements for recertification as a recognized Level 3 PCMH; additional meetings were held with the practice site committee members to exchange information as needed. Many hours were spent on the incorporation of NCQA guidelines, the basics of nursing science, and the necessary components of history taking and physical examination pertinent for documenting the excellent patient care provided by the practice.

This is a unique practice. The work environment is consistently positive and supportive, and the entire staff is focused on the patient and goes beyond the normal effort to provide patients with what they need. With some ongoing staff education in areas identified as needing improvement, clarification or reinforcement, the practice will continue to excel in the delivery of patient care, to the benefit of this patient population.

Using the existing EHR software, a template was developed that includes the elements identified by the NCQA for PCMH recognition, the template guides the provider to address those elements during the patient encounter. The premise is that gathering information and addressing these qualities can reduce wait time for the next patient, improve office flow, increase patient satisfaction with the practice, and improve job satisfaction for the providers and staff of the practice.
The initial steps in the change process occurred simultaneous to the template development. The author wanted primary care staff to be aware of the documentation that the NCQA would be looking for, and of the new template that was to be developed in order to guide the provider. A brief lunch time meeting was held and a handout was given to each provider that outlined the NCQA workbook objectives, the physician and clinical staff responsibilities, with examples (Appendix A). For the next several weeks the author offered assistance to the providers to review the recommendations while beginning to develop the template.

**Challenges**

Part of the PCMH recognition process includes the workbook audit which reviews 48 patient charts. During the initial screening audit of the EHR, promoting patient education, providing additional resources, and offering tools to assist in self-management were not being utilized well. Patient education materials were incorporated into an “order”. The provider can print an “order” for patient education material, and websites for additional information are identified in the printed “order”. Separate logs for blood pressure monitoring and for blood glucose monitoring can be printed for the patient to take home and fill in the necessary information. Recommendations for the DASH diet and patient education on tobacco cessation were also included as separate orders. When the “order” is printed, the “information that was handed to the patient is incorporated into the permanent patient record and is easily identified in the documents list if needed for future reference (Figure 5).
There have been added requirements to the original certification of a level 3 PCMH; the addition of these items to the template should serve to assist in meeting the expanded requirements of recertification. Once the template was complete it was introduced to the providers at a meeting to specifically discuss the template. It is to be the main, if not only, template to be utilized (Figure 6). After approximately four months and just prior to implementation, the nurse practitioner author conducted in-service meetings with the primary care providers (PCPs), which covered the purpose of the template and how to use it as intended. The nurse practitioner supplied a handout that included the recommendations for clinical documentation determined through findings by the NCQA (Appendix B). The nurse practitioner discussed with the providers that information, if recorded by someone other than the provider, will need to be reviewed for clarification, and commented on if necessary in the patient encounter.

Kurt Lewin’s Change Theory of unfreezing-change-refreeze model can be applied, as the process required the providers to reject prior learning to be replaced by a new behavior. The providers have been open to the change and have not given much resistance to using the template; it continues to be a work in progress, and it is anticipated there will be additions and deletions as new recommendations are incorporated into the template as indicated (Shirey, 2013).

In addition to the development and implementation of the template there were many quirks to the system that needed to be worked around, such as erroneous phrases were noted in the patient’s chart note that were associated with a MEDCIN
ID numerical value which did not accurately transfer the linked information.

Additions to the template were reviewed with the medical assistants, some of the changes affected the receptionist’s workflow.

Successful implementation of the project begins with an appropriate template. There have been recent upgrades to the EHR, which introduced new features. Learning the features of the EHR and developing the template were the greatest challenge and were time consuming.

During one of the initial training sessions the author had for the EHR, a transition of care document, which is sent to another provider or facility; and patient summary, which is given to the patient at the end of the visit were developed, they are key elements to the PCMH model. The transition of care document was linked to any referral to another specialist. It prints when the referral request is printed, and the patient brings the document to the specialist appointment, or it can be faxed. At that same training session prescription writing was linked with a diagnosis, and therefore cannot be completed without matching a diagnosis with the prescription (Figure 7). In addition, all new medications prescribed for the patient will automatically prompt the EHR to print a medication handout. One problem, is that any prescription being printed must be printed on the Rx paper and therefore the person inputting the order must uncheck the “Print Patient Education” box. When the box is left checked the patient education will also print on the Rx paper, which is costly. (Figure 8)

The EHR did not recognize elements of the history of present illness (HPI) as data when calculating the evaluation and management (E&M) code for the patient
encounter; a newly designed HPI tab (Figure 9) was incorporated into the template. The template guides the provider to address specific areas in the patient assessment that have been identified by the NCQA as significant to improving patient health outcomes.

The NCQA requires that two chronic conditions and one unhealthy condition be identified by the practice and those conditions are concentrated on for this recertification. The individual practice chooses the conditions and the unhealthy behavior that will be used for the workbook audit when recertifying. A separate template section for each of the conditions was developed according to current evidence-based guidelines. Meeting the metrics of the workbook audit would suggest that these template additions worked as intended.

The chronic conditions for this practice are Type 2 diabetes and hypertension. The template was designed to include guidelines according to evidence-based recommendations for each of these chronic conditions. The American Diabetes Association (ADA) guidelines were used in the diabetes template (Figure 10); JNC7 guidelines are incorporated into the hypertension template (Figure 11). Tobacco use is the unhealthy behavior identified by this practice. The 5 A’s Ask, Advise, Assess, Assist and Arrange are outlined for use on those patient identified as tobacco users (Hung, 2009, The 5 As) (Figure 12). Pertinent aspects of these resources were incorporated with those that are related to providing routine primary care.

The NCQA content includes psychosocial elements that can affect the patient’s ability to follow through on the recommendations of therapy. Barriers to
care addressed are preferred language, living situation, financial state, lifestyle, risky behaviors, and patient involvement in setting goals, community resources for the patient, and provider’s hesitation to allow the evidence to guide patient care. These items are intended to assist the provider to document the challenges associated with the individual patient and illustrate to the reader, in a recognizable way, the complexity of the patient that has contributed to the medical decision making of this encounter.

As previously mentioned, some features of the current EHR system were activated as they were developed; these changes were verbally conveyed to the staff affected, their use is a requirement as described by the NCQA. Some correspondence documents are also required: a patient visit summary is to be given to the patient at the end of each pertinent visit and upon request (Appendix C). A similar document, the Transition of Care document, prints at the checkout desk and is to accompany all referrals made (Appendix D). The summary document includes pertinent patient information for the provider to which the patient is referred; the patient will be responsible to bring the document to the specialist visit. New prescriptions given to a patient must include a drug information handout; for each new prescription ordered for a patient the system will automatically print the needed document, which is picked up at check out. The team members at checkout were instructed to give these documents to the patient, and a method and routine is currently being established to ensure the patient consistently receives the printed documents at checkout.
A formal meeting was held during the lunch hour to introduce the new template. The laptop computer was attached to a projector and, utilizing PCMH Tester, the new template was explained to the providers tab by tab. Over the next month adjustments were made according to provider preferences, and some items were changed to make sense in the final note. Some challenges were met as the final note did not read as was intended, which may be a software issue. Items in the template did not transfer to the final encounter note in the way that they were put in. There was a period of adjustments, and providers were advised to carefully read their note before signing. There is an “Auto Neg” feature of the EHR. Some items in the final note are written as abnormal rather than normal, the opposite of what was intended.

The template has been arranged in a logical and useful layout that incorporates the patient in a self-management role. In addition since it gives the provider the ability to give the patient a summary of the visit at the time of checkout, the patient visit summary reinforces what was covered at the visit. The planned outcome of the project was to have a time-efficient method of documentation, which is accurate and useful, with minimal time needed after the patient visit to finish the note. Providers should not need to spend a large portion of the day on documentation.

The template was in place for approximately 10 weeks prior to the recertification audit. Continued assistance from the author nurse practitioner was offered during that timeframe. A review of the documentation revealed that many of the items that were included in the previous handouts were missing from the
documentation. The previous document was given to the providers again, this time via e-mail, and included additional narrative to assist the provider (Appendix E). In an effort to facilitate improvement of patient care and include the requested documentation for a five day period, the author reviewed the charts of all patients in the PCP’s schedule for the upcoming day. The individual provider was advised of the findings via e-mail. These items were to be addressed with the patient at that scheduled patient encounter. This effort did yield good results and reinforces the benefit of reviewing the patients the day before the visit. The review of patients’ records prior to the visit will continue, and workflow issues will be worked on to determine which method works best to accomplish this goal.
SUSTAINABILITY OF THE PROJECT

Ongoing Implementation Process

The literature cites the elements laid out in the PCMH to have value and to improve patient outcomes. Information gathered to use on the templates included health assessment and physical examination components taken from Bickley and Jarvis, guidance from the NCQA workbook and ACP website and Evaluation and Management coding materials from CMS and E&M University.

The history is the basis of a comprehensive examination. The past medical history and surgical history are usually documented in the chart along with prescribed medications and any allergies to medication. What has been lacking in patient charts is the family history and social history. The NCQA has focused on elements of the social history that may identify why the patient is not successful in achieving the desired goal of the treatment plan prescribed by the health care provider. Some identified barriers are financial and a lack of understanding which may prevent the patient from following through with treatment. The Patient Visit Summary, when handed to the patient at the end of each visit, gives the patient written instructions to review at a later time. It can also be reviewed by family who may be able to assist the patient to correctly carry out the stated plan. Barriers such as lack of health insurance or adequate prescription coverage may prevent the patient from filling a prescription or taking the medication on a daily basis. It is recommended by the NCQA to have a specific conversation that addresses potential barriers to care and is related to the significance of adequately controlling the disease to prevent complications in the
future. One feature of the EHR that is promoted by the NCQA is that patient education material be printed for all new prescriptions. The EHR recognizes that the prescription has not been previously issued to the patient and information is printed, the patient will be handed the printed prescription information when checking out with Reception. The system does not keep a record that the information was printed/given to the patient so a specific area of the template was constructed and denotes that the patient received the document. All areas of the template are linked through LOINC codes and MEDCIN ID codes; anything built into the system has to be searched and constructed one item at a time. The linking of items to codes facilitates data collection; the ability of the system to collect data if items were populated correctly was kept in mind while constructing the template.

The information outlined in the NCQA’s Patient Centered Medical Home 2011 Overview described clear and specific criteria for organizing care around the patient, while working in teams, and coordinating and tracking care over time. Primary care providers refer patients to specialists, and communication among providers is very important and often challenging. The Transition of Care Document was compiled and linked to referral requests; this document prints automatically when a referral is ordered. The document can be printed before the note is signed. It is recommended that the provider preview and edit the Transition of Care Document to include whatever the provider would like to convey to the specialist. The patient’s problems list, allergies, current medication, today’s diagnosis, discussion, recommendations, and follow up are included in the document which is then either
faxed with the referral or handed to the patient to bring to the specialist visit. Handing the document to the patient gives the patient an opportunity to review what has been recorded in the chart and to clarify any discrepancies.

Patient centeredness in the PCMH program is achieved through a strong focus on the integration of behavioral healthcare and care management. The PCMH program promotes the discussion of risky or self-damaging behavior, and the template provides the clinician with a method to quickly document the discussion, in addition to some free texting specific to the information exchanged with the patient. A screening tool for depression has been added for patients to complete when they are seen as new patients or for an annual physical examination. The results of the screening tool are documented in each patient chart through the template. An area specific to documenting counseling that promotes behavior changes, such as tobacco cessation or alcohol or drug use, is included in the template. When adding free text of what was discussed and checking off the box related to counseling for the specific topic, the billing code is populated in the orders and charges section, reminding the provider to bill for that service, a lost revenue in the past.

Referring to community resources is another focus of assisting the patients with self-management; links and web addresses are included in an area of the template to assist the provider. Documenting the patient’s and/or families’ understanding of the instructions is also included in the template. The provider can furnish the patient with printed resources from the site during the visit, or refer the patient to the site as a resource for a later time.
Specific areas of the template were developed to highlight the two specific chronic care conditions the practice chose and the one behavior to be included in the PCMH recertification process. Links to evidence-based guidelines are included on the tab in the template that pertains to the specific condition, reinforcing the treatment goals for each condition. Tobacco cessation is the focus for the behavior change, and links to resources and guidance assisting the provider to assess the patient and plan appropriate follow up are included.

The patient care coordinator (PCC) is a registered nurse who assists the providers by interviewing those patients identified as needing more attention. An area in the template indicates the referral to the PCC, with the free text box utilized to give a synopsis of the patients’ needs. A referral form has been added to the system and can be generated by the provider at any time. The referral form to the PCC prompts the PCC to review the patient’s chart to determine what needs the provider has identified. The PCC contacts the patient for follow up. The PCC also contacts hospitalized patients on discharge for the recommended follow up appointment to be made, and kept.

Post hospitalization office visits include the process of medication reconciliation, a comprehensive review of the patient’s medications and dosages. Often patients do not include over-the-counter medication and herbal remedies they may be taking, and therefore the interviewer must ask about these medications specifically. Medication reconciliation and queries regarding over-the-counter and
herbal or alternative therapies are included in the template used by the primary care providers.

**Standards and Guidelines for NCQA’s PCMH**

Standards and Guidelines for NCQA’s Patient-Centered Medical Home (2011), were reviewed. Clinical items that could be incorporated into the template were as follows: **PCMH 1**: Enhance Access and Continuity, *Element A, Factor 4*: Document clinical advice in the medical record; **PCMH 3**: Plan and Manage Care, *Element A*: Implement Evidence Based Guidelines; separate tabs for hypertension, Type 2 Diabetes and Tobacco use/cessation counseling, were included in the template; **PCMH 3: Element C, Factor 2**: Collaborate with the patient/family to develop an individual care plan, include treatment goals that are reviewed and updated at each relevant visit; **PCMH 3: Element C, Factor 3**: Give patient/family a written care plan, accomplished by utilizing the Patient Visit Summary document that was developed; **PCMH 3: Element C, Factor 4**: Assess and address barriers when the patient has not met treatment goals. A check box was inserted with the label “assess and address barriers”, the provider is to use “Free Text” to document the barriers and outline how they were addressed. (Figure 13); **PCMH 3: Element C, Factor 5**: Give patient a clinical summary at each relevant visit. **PCMH 3 Element C, Factor 6**: Identify patients/families who might benefit from additional care management support- referral to patient care coordinator. (Figure 14); **PCMH 3: Element D, Factor 1**: Medication reconciliation. *Factor 3*: Provides information about new prescriptions to more than 80 percent of patients and families. *Factor 4*: }
Assess patient and family understanding of medications for more than 50% of patients with dates of assessment. 

Factor 5: Assess patient response to medications and barriers to adherence for more than 50% of patients with date of assessment. 

Factor 6: Document over-the-counter medications, herbal therapies and supplements for more than 50% of patients and families, with the dates of updates. (Figure 15); 

PCMH 4, Element A, Factor 1: Provide educational resources or refer to educational resources to assist in self-management. 

Factor 2: Use EHR to identify patient specific education resources. 

Factor 3: Develop and document self-management plans and goals. 


Factor 5: Provide self-management tools; Logs for documenting blood sugars, encourage patient to document blood pressures from at home, keep food diaries and bring in to be reviewed (Figure 16), these logs are copied and scanned into a specific area of the chart labeled “Logs” (Figure 17). 

Factor 6: Counsel patient to adopt healthy behaviors (Figure 18); 

PCMH 4, Element B, Factor 1: Maintain a current resource list of five topics or key community service areas of importance to the patient population (Figure 19). 

Factor 3: Arrange and provide treatment from mental health and substance abuse disorders; that would be documented by printing appropriate referral. 

PCMH 5, Element B, Factor 1: Give the consultant or specialist the clinical reason for the referral and pertinent clinical information. 

Factor 5: Ask families about self referrals and request reports from clinicians (Figure 20).

The template contains a lot of information, and some of it is redundant and can be eliminated. Providers are encouraged to use the template to document only the
items pertinent to the current visit. All aspects of the PCMH recommendations cannot be incorporated at every patient visit, and developing methods to stagger the assessments are recommended.
PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

The PCMH model is a reaction to the current status of the health care system in the United States; it plans to recognize providers that provide comprehensive primary care. It is not new thinking or a new approach to patient care; it is pointing out the deficiencies in care in the past and, through a financial incentive, encouraging these areas to be addressed now and in the future. The focus on patient-centered care is based on standards of preventive, evidence-based, collaborative care that are already in line with the philosophy of nurses’ practice (Harrington, 2012). The NCQA workbook objectives are also in line with nursing:

- Collaborate with patient to develop an individualized care plan.
- Assess and address barriers when the patient has not met treatment goals.
- Identify patients who might benefit from additional care management.
- Provide the patient with information on new prescriptions.
- Assess patient understanding of medication and document the date of assessment. Inquire specifically, in addition to prescription medication, the documentation of over-the-counter medications, herbal treatments and supplements.
- Provide educational resources or refers to resources to assist the patient in self-management.
- Counsel patients to adopt healthy behaviors/lifestyle.
The nurse practitioner has excellent history taking skills. Historically the APN addresses these areas on a routine basis, educating the patient to care for themselves and promoting health is at the core of advanced practice nursing.

The nurse practitioner’s unique ability to view the patient from a biopsychosocial approach will continue to be an asset to identify, implement and contribute to the evolving approach to patient care. Electronic health record software will continue to make transformations that assist the health care provider to efficiently care for patients. The template that is developed today will need to be adjusted as time goes by. This author intends to incorporate quality assurance and education with direct patient care and assist seasoned and new healthcare providers to utilize the EHR to meet their style while adapting to the recommendations of quality assurance agencies such as the NCQA in the future.

Electronic health records can be an asset but can be cumbersome to learn to use to their full potential. This author plans to use the skills acquired during this project and continue to develop them over time. It is essential to be aware of the changes in the health care system, and when parts of the PPACA are being implemented, to be aware of what is currently occurring in healthcare politically and from a business sense. This author hopes to improve patient care by incorporating new methods or ways of thinking into the workflow for all providers and ancillary staff; to update the EHR health reminders feature according to evidence based care as the new evidence is introduced; to link recommendations for primary and secondary prevention to the appropriate diagnosis for all patients, in order to weed out waste of
healthcare dollars where it exists; to train ancillary staff to keep accurate records and to assist in developing workflow that improves efficiency and patient care.

The template is not something that is meant to be set in stone. The goal was to develop a template that included the aspects of patient care that were pertinent to providing good patient care with healthier patients in the future. The project is ongoing and will continue to identify areas in the practice that may benefit from receiving specialized attention. Monthly clinical staff meetings will continue to identify and develop educational components and present them to the staff at regular intervals. The author plans to become increasingly knowledgeable about the changes and financial incentives and opportunities available to primary care providers; to continue to guide providers to focus on areas identified as deficient in the care of this patient population; and to improve the quality of documentation that will be accurate and meaningful to the reader. This can be accomplished by the author’s use of Practice Analytics to identify patients who are not meeting standards by running a variety of reports that will identify the needs of the patient population on a regular basis; identify patients who would benefit from intensive disease management; identify for referral or in-house programs, patients who could benefit from learning self-management in a group environment.

Educational materials and forms have also been incorporated into the EHR to be utilized by the clinician/provider to improve workflow. Schuman (2013) states EHR can be a double-edged sword which compromises workflow. Individualizing
EHR to provider preferences and assessing workflow options, reworking them where possible, can improve provider satisfaction.

There is a lot to know, to learn and to do so the EHR can be an effective tool over time. Areas for providers to improve care, such as offering appropriate vaccinations at appropriate times, can be identified by running reports through Practice Analytics. A similar report can be generated according to patients who meet the criteria for the vaccination but do not have documentation that it was received. Areas of patient care can be analyzed according to a particular diagnosis or lab value, and trends from past months can be viewed at any interval. Improving or worsening statistics can identify areas for the practice to improve or maintain the standard of care. Practice Analytics has the capability to measure individual provider performance in many areas of clinical care and to measure the patient population who reach a certain goal. Practice Analytics is being used to identify those patients with Hemoglobin A1C greater than 7.9, and the list is then evaluated by a staff member who was trained to review the record. The patient must have an appointment that is already scheduled at an appropriate interval in the future, and if not, a recall is put in the system to send the patient a letter to make an appointment. The list is printed out on a monthly basis in order to identify as many patients as possible.

It is anticipated by the nurse practitioner author that her functions will expand to include a hybrid of quality assurance/improvement, clinical and administrative/management/teaching responsibilities. There will be a need to continue to become familiar with the many functions of the EHR and working of the U.S.
healthcare system. Future versions of the software will help practices to efficiently collect the data to be submitted to the NCQA or other entities, reducing the cumbersome nature and the expense of the certification/recognition process.

The author had the opportunity to review patient charts with an auditor and is becoming more familiar with that aspect of evaluating documentation, reinforcing the author’s plans to further education in this area by training to be a certified professional coder. The training would add knowledge to assist the author in guiding providers to streamline their documentation and accurately code, improving revenue. Many aspects of coding are underutilized, and it is a project the author would like to work on with the practice.

In addition to continuing to assist providers with documentation and to educate providers on proper use of the coding guidelines, this author will guide the providers to be increasingly aware of the barriers the patient may face in order to implement the recommended care. By continuing to provide primary care services to patients the author will be using the EMR tools that have been put in place and therefore will be able to evaluate their effective use while caring for patients. By becoming more familiar with the abilities of the EMR the author will be able to build a stronger foundation for the future as more data are expected to be analyzed in respect to patient care, practice improvement projects, provider services and patient health outcomes in the future.

The documentation will have evidence-based practice incorporated into the templates where appropriate. The EHR template will be updated to reflect new
guidelines as they arise. Health Management links the patient’s demographics to recommendations for primary care screenings and immunizations; when the problem list is populated that information triggers reminders to perform chronic care measures. These areas of the EHR will need to be updated and linked to many of the recommendations that are currently available.

Understanding the practice is a business and therefore must make a profit, the author will continue to strive to incorporate advanced practice nursing knowledge into the patient centered medical home; to improve the delivery of patient care; to maintain quality of care; to improve outcomes and to develop programs that will promote patient involvement in their own care, and be cost effective.
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## APPENDIX A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workbook objective</th>
<th>Physician/Clinical Staff</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Conducts pre-visit preparations</td>
<td>Review patient charts prior to Huddle Meeting</td>
<td>Review any lab/imaging results or referrals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Collaborates with patient to develop an individual care plan → Treatment Goals</td>
<td></td>
<td>Patient’s care needs &amp; medical home and/or specialist’s responsibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Provides patient with written plan of care</td>
<td></td>
<td>Care plan for patient’s use at home. MU - PH. To be printed at check out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Assesses and addresses barriers when the patient has not met treatment goals</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reasons for limited progress towards treatment goals &amp; barriers such as lack of understanding, motivation, finances, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Gives patient a clinical summary at each relevant visit</td>
<td></td>
<td>Patients are to be given a clinical summary at each visit upon checkout.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Identifies patients who might benefit from additional care management</td>
<td></td>
<td>Resources: Disease management programs, case management programs, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Follows up with patients who have not kept important appts</td>
<td>Done by clinical staff</td>
<td>Appointments for: Rechecks, preventative care, post-hospitalization, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Reviews and reconciles medications in &gt;50% of care transitions</td>
<td>Medication reconciliation done</td>
<td>All prescribed medications. Following specialist, ER visits and hospitalizations. Care transitions button.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Provides info about new Rx in &gt;80% of patients</td>
<td></td>
<td>Provide comment about potential side effects, drug interactions, instructions, consequences of taking/not taking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Assesses patient understanding of meds for &gt;50% of pts with date of assessment</td>
<td>General info about medication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Assesses patient response to meds and barriers to adherence for &gt;50% of pts</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indicate any difficulties taking, side effects, or reasons for not taking meds (barriers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Documents OTC meds, herbal Tx and supplements for &gt;50% pts</td>
<td>Document OTC meds in Rx module</td>
<td>Review annually to prevent interference with prescribes meds or side effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Provides education resources or refers to &gt;50% of patients to education resources to assist in self-management</td>
<td></td>
<td>Info about a condition or patients role in managing condition. Check in education resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Uses EHR to identify pt-specific education resources and provides to &gt;10% pts</td>
<td>Order/print specific resources</td>
<td>If education is needed to be given to patient, provider should indicate in orders to be printed at check out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Develops and documents self-management plans and goals in collaboration with &gt;50% pts</td>
<td>Address patient condition, include goals and a way to monitor self-care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Documents self-management abilities for at least 50% of pts</td>
<td>Self-assessment forms and/or questionnaires to determine abilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Provides self-management tools to record self-care results for &gt;50% of pts</td>
<td>Form or systematic method to collect information at home</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Counsels &gt;50% pts to adopt healthy behaviors</td>
<td>Coaching or Motivational Interviewing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX B

CARE MANAGEMENT 3C

1. Conduct pre-visit preparations:
2. Collaborates with patient/family to develop care plan, including treatment goals reviewed and updated at each relevant visit.
3. Gives the patient/family a written plan of care
4. Assesses and addresses barriers when the patient has not met treatment goals
5. Gives the patient/family a clinical summary at each relevant visit.
6. Identifies patients/families who might benefit from additional care management support.
7. Follows up with patients/families who have not kept important appointments.

MEDICATION MANAGEMENT 3D

1. Reviews and reconciles medication with patients and families
2. Provides information about new prescriptions to patients/families.
3. Assesses patient/family understanding of medications for patients with date of assessment.
4. Assesses patient response to medications and barriers to adherence for patients with date of assessment.
5. Documents over-the-counter medications herbal therapies and supplements for patients/families, with the date of updates.

SUPPORT SELF-CARE PROCESS 4A—

1. Provides educational resources and refers patients and families to educational resources to assist in self-management.
2. Uses an EHR to identify patient-specific education resources and provide them to patients if appropriate.
3. Develops and documents self-management plans and goals in collaboration with patients and families.
5. Tools to record self-care results for patients/families.
6. Counsels patients/families to adopt healthy behaviors.
APPENDIX C

Handout Type Italicized TO REINFORCE WHAT THE WORKBOOK IS LOOKING FOR: GUIDELINE FOR PROVIDERS HANDED OUT AUGUST 8, 2013

CARE MANAGEMENT 3C

1. **Conduct pre-visit preparations:**
   Review this sheet with the MA and correlate care according to the daily e-mail I will send you.

2. **Collaborates with patient/family to develop care plan, including treatment goals reviewed and updated at each relevant visit.**
   Document in note a plan: specifically mentioning the treatment goals for the patient (i.e. BP parameters to meet—Use HTN tab in template, blood sugar goals – Which are laid out in the template that is specific for Diabetes, Tobacco cessation –use tab in template)

3. **Gives the patient/family a written plan of care**
   If patient is signed up in secure messaging/ signed up on the portal you do not need to give the patient a VISIT SUMMARY. If they are not, use correspondence and generate OHMA Patient Visit Summary (preview and edit before printing so it doesn’t have anything in the summary that is contrary to what you want the patient to read. I would suggest putting in the summary instructions something patient can do for self re: dietary changes, exercise, how patient should take medications –does not need to be all of these things, just one that pertains to the patient.

4. **Assesses and addresses barriers when the patient has not met treatment goals**
   If BP above 140/90, A1c >7.0, LDL >100, pt still smoking; comment on why, which could be just that the patient won’t adhere to dietary instructions, forgets or can’t afford medication, I would suggest referring these patients to the nutritionist/diabetic educator and that would cover a few things in the audit.

5. **Gives the patient/family a clinical summary at each relevant visit.**
   See #3 above

6. **Identifies patients/families who might benefit from additional care management support.**
   These patients can be referred to the Patient Care Coordinator (Gloria or Lauren), there is a box to check in the template and a referral can be printed—which is meant to be given to Gloria or Lauren, not to the patient. Follows up with patients/families who have not kept important appointments. Karen Wilson is taking care of this part
MEDICATION MANAGEMENT 3D

1. Reviews and reconciles medication with patients and families
   Move any lapsed medications to current.

2. Provides information about new prescriptions to patients/families.
   Check the box

3. Assesses patient /family understanding of medications for patients with date of assessment.
   Check the box, comment on instructions/understanding (succinctly)

4. Assesses patient response to medications and barriers to adherence for patients with date of assessment.
   Check the box, briefly describe barrier and plan to address barrier.

5. Documents over-the-counter medications herbal therapies and supplements for patients/families, with the date of updates.
   Update Medication List

SUPPORT SELF-CARE PROCESS 4A—the following need to be mentioned specifically when applicable to the patient.

1. Provides educational resources and refers patients and families to educational resources to assist in self-management.
   This is a big one to try to include in plan.

2. Uses an EHR to identify patient-specific education resources and provide them to patients if appropriate.
   There is a link to NJ Quit in the template, referral to any applicable resource is good enough.

3. Develops and documents self-management plans and goals in collaboration with patients and families.
   Covered by #3 above

   Check box in template, comment in note box any specific barrier

5. Provides self-management tools to record self-care results for patients/families.
   Tools include reference to using a log to track/document blood sugar, blood pressure, dietary intake.

6. Counsels patients/families to adopt healthy behaviors.
   Check box and comment on which healthy behavior is being addressed.
Transition of Care Document
Aileen Twomey MSN RN APN
452 Old Hook Road
Emerson, NJ 07630
201 666 3900 main ~ 201 666 3919 fax

Patient: PCMH Tester 04/11/1963

Please provide this document to the specialist during your first appointment.

Chief Complaint:

Problem List:
• Atrial Fibrillation
• Diabetes Mellitus Type II, Uncontrolled
• HTN: Hypertension-Benign
• HYPERLIPIDEMIA NEC/NOS

Allergies:
• No Known Allergies

Medication List:
• Accupril 20 mg TABS, once a day, 30 days, 0 refills
• Coumadin 2 mg TABS, once a day, 30 days, 0 refills
• Lipitor 20 mg TABS, once a day, 30 days, 0 refills
• MetFORMIN HCl 500 mg TABS, once a day, 30 days, 0 refills

Test Results:
• hgb/hct 8.4
• LDL: 140

Vital signs:
• Vital signs taken 07/30/2013 09:09 am
  BP: 144/80 mmHg
  HR: 100 bpm
  Pulse Rate: Sitting
  Pulse Rhythm: Regular
  Weight: 221 lbs
  Body Mass Index: 36.5 kg/m2
  Body Surface Area

Today's Diagnosis: Type 2 Diabetes, HTN, hyperlipidemia

Orders/Recommendations: see CDE re: meal planning

Discussion/Education: pt advised to reduce carbohydrates and to increase fiber, increase exercise

Self Management Plan:
check blood sugar once a day at varying times, before a meal or 2 hours after, or at bedtime

Follow-Up/Next Appointment: 6 mo in 3 months
Chief Complaint:
Follow up appointment for HTN, DM, high cholesterol

Problem List:
- Atrial Fibrillation
- Diabetes Mellitus-Type II, Uncontrolled
- HTN: Hypertension-Resistant
- HYPERLIPIDEMIA NEC/NOS

Allergies:
- No Known Allergies

Medication List:
- Accupril 20 MG TABS, once a day, 30 days, 0 refills
- Coumadin 3 MG TABS, once a day, 30 days, 0 refills
- Lipitor 20 MG TABS, once a day, 30 days, 0 refills
- METFORMIN HCL 500 MG TABS, once a day, 30 days, 0 refills

Test Results:

Vital signs:
- Vitals taken 07/30/2013 09:09 am
  - BP: 144/90 mmHg
  - Pulse Rate: 97 bpm
  - Temperature: 98.6°F
  - Weight: 221 lbs
  - Body Mass Index: 36.5 kg/m²

Today's Diagnosis:
- Hypertension
- Hyperlipidemia
- Type 2 Diabetes

Orders/Recommendations: Chem/lipid, a1c
- Discussion/Education: dietary changes, increase fiber, reduce carbohydrates, reduce fat intake, follow up with CDE
- Start routine exercise

Self Management Plan: check blood sugar at home at least once per day at varying times, before a meal, or two hours after a meal, or at bedtime.

Follow-Up/Next Appointment: Follow with blood work results when available, or with CDE recommended. OV in 3 months and prn
Appendix F

REFERRAL REQUEST

Date: 07/31/2013
Facility: OLD HOOK MEDICAL ASSOC.
452 OLD HOOK RD
Emerson, NJ 07630-1381

Patient: PCMH Tester
452 Old Hook Road
Emerson, NJ 07630
(201) 666-3900

DOB: Primary 04/11/1963

Insurance: Secondary
ID Number:

Guarantor: Tester, PCMH

Provider: Aileen Twomey MSN RN APN
NPI: 1619073434

Diagnosis: Diabetes Mellitus-Non Insulin Dep 250.00

Tests Ordered: REFERRAL FOR DIABETIC EDUCATION

Notes/Instructions

Signature: Electronically signed by Aileen Twomey MSN RN APN Date: 07/31/2013 - 9:50 PM

Aileen Twomey MSN RN APN

Electronically signed by Aileen Twomey MSN RN APN

Aileen Twomey MSN RN APN

CMH Tester 04/11/1963

07/31/2013 Page 1 of 2
Clarification regarding the need for IRB approval

Judith A Lothian <Judith.Lothian@shu.edu>
RE: IRB application
Sun 6/2/2013 2:07 PM

I looked over the application. This isn't a research project, there is no research question, and there are no human subjects involved so it is definitely not an IRB issue. There isn't any need to put in an application. I will double check with Mary Ruzicka